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In our technological society, all children must have a deeper
understanding of mathematics. Higher-order thinking is now seen as
a basic skill for every student. This represents an important shift in
mathematics instruction: the idea that all students should learn more
mathematics in a more ambitious curriculum.

Expect More. 
Achieve More.
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Research-based
A large body of research on learning and instruction, especially the
cognitive revolution of the past two decades, has helped to inform
educators and curriculum developers about how best to teach children
mathematics. This research has been integral to the development of
Everyday Mathematics. 

During the 1980s, Max and Jean Bell, the original developers of
Everyday Mathematics, interviewed hundreds of primary students from
diverse backgrounds on a variety of mathematical tasks. Their basic
finding — that the curricula of that time greatly underestimated students’
capabilities and mathematical knowledge — laid the groundwork for
Kindergarten and all other grades of Everyday Mathematics. 

Field Tested
Research on student thinking and achievement, classroom interactions,
and teacher implementation guided the program’s development and
revision as each subsequent grade of Everyday Mathematics was written.
Case studies from the “trenches” have also been important — with
classroom teachers advising at each phase of development. A five-year
longitudinal study of Everyday Mathematics students, which was funded
by the National Science Foundation to evaluate the progress of students
in a standards-based curriculum, also provided valuable information for
development and revision of the program. 
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Meeting all 
Expectations
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Development Principles of Everyday Mathematics
This research base has shaped the principles applied during the
development of Everyday Mathematics:

• Children begin school with a great deal of mathematical knowledge and
intuition. Rather than ignoring this knowledge, instruction should build
on their prior knowledge and everyday experiences.

• All students are capable of learning more mathematics in a more
challenging curriculum. Manipulatives, models, mathematical tools,
real-life contexts, and group work and discussion help to expand
children’s “learning zone.” 

• Paper-and-pencil calculation is only one strand in a well-balanced
computational curriculum. Flexible number sense, estimation, and
mental arithmetic skills, and good judgment about using calculators 
are at least as important as paper-and-pencil skills. 

• Investigations in geometry, data and statistics, and algebra should
begin in Kindergarten and continue with growing sophistication
throughout the grades. 

While cognitive science shows that students construct their own
knowledge, the teacher is nevertheless vitally important in providing a
guide for learning important mathematics. Teachers’ knowledge of both
mathematic content and children’s thinking is important to the
advancement of students’ knowledge. On-going teacher training is
important in implementing standards-based curricula.

Aligned with NCTM Standards
Everyday Mathematics is based largely on the same body of research
that led to the NCTM standards consensus. During the 1980’s, a
consensus emerged among mathematics educators about how best 
to teach mathematics to children in school. Educators called for
instruction, curricula, and tests that place a greater emphasis on
problem solving, applications, and more complex mathematical topics 
at earlier grades.

Everyday Mathematics provides a balanced approach to learning
mathematics, in which computational skill, conceptual understanding,
and reasoning develop together during meaningful activities that
emphasize problem solving and real-life applications.



As the test data indicate from a variety of sources highlighted in this
booklet, Everyday Mathematics works. It’s working for over 2.5 million
elementary school students throughout the United States — 
in urban, suburban, and rural areas — across all socioeconomic lines.

Everyday Mathematics students are mathematically literate on a 
wide variety of measures: state mandated tests, local district tests,
commercially available standardized tests, tests constructed by UCSMP
staff, and tests written by independent researchers. The student test data
on the pages that follow were shared with us from across the country.

Everyday Mathematics. Meeting All Expectations.

Everyday Mathematics 
Gets Results
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Meriting Distinction
on North Carolina’s ABCs Accountability Model

Wingate, North Carolina is a 
town of 3,000 which prides 

itself on being a livable place with a
relaxed pace. Located approximately
25 miles southeast of Charlotte, a 
major presence in the town is 
Wingate University.

Wingate Elementary School is one of
19 elementary schools operated by
Union County Public Schools. Today,
Wingate Elementary is a school-wide
Title I building, serving 750 students
in Grades PK–5. The student
population is balanced at 40% white
students, 40% African-American
students, and 20% Hispanic students.

When Principal Kristy Thomas 
arrived at Wingate Elementary in
1999, student performance in both
mathematics and language arts, as
measured by the state’s ABCs
Accountability Model, was lagging.

The daily schedule was restructured in
one of the first changes implemented
by Principal Thomas. In mathematics,
instructional time was increased
significantly, and mathematics
instruction was planned for three
different time blocks during the day.

A new mathematics curriculum —
one that would provide consistency in
instruction and vocabulary — was also

high on Principal Thomas’ list. Miss
Thomas attended a Model Schools
conference and discovered Everyday
Mathematics. Soon, she and her staff
began researching the program and
collecting information. With the
support of Dr. Bill Stegall, the
Superintendent of Instruction for
Union County Public Schools and Dr.
Karen Barefoot, Director of Federal
Programs, Wingate Elementary
adopted Everyday Mathematics
school-wide in Grades K–5.

Before the implementation of
Everyday Mathematics in fall 2000,
Tanya Kennington, the school’s math
facilitator, worked over the summer to
coordinate Everyday Mathematics with
North Carolina state standards and to
develop a planning schedule for each
grade level.

“Our first year with Everyday
Mathematics was a stretching
experience,” says Barbara Coleman,
the curriculum specialist at Wingate
Elementary. “But with the planning
schedule as a guide, and with more
detailed daily planning on the part of
the teachers, every teacher kept on
track with the pacing, and completed
all of the lessons.

“In order to get the most from the
program, teachers have to be prepared
to teach Everyday Mathematics,”
explains Ms. Coleman. “Our teachers
appreciate the thinking strategies in
Everyday Mathematics, as well as the
multiple strategies for problem
solving. The children are also excited
about mathematics that they are
learning, such as partial-sums
addition.

“The results of all of our efforts are
just remarkable, and we are proud 
to be recognized as a School of
Distinction by the state board of
education,” states Ms. Coleman. “We
raised our overall proficiency rating
on the ABCs Accountability Model to
82.3, a gain of more than 25 points in
the proficiency composite score.” Adds
Ms. Coleman, “To date, scores on the
math portions of these state tests have
risen the most.

“Our planning process continues as we
review our experiences with teaching
Everyday Mathematics, and plan ahead
for continuing success,” concludes 
Ms. Coleman.
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Name: Wingate Elementary School

District: Union County Public Schools

Community: Suburban Charlotte, North
Carolina

Grade Levels: PK–5

Number of Students: 750

Test: North Carolina Testing Program
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Horry County is the easternmost
county in the state of South

Carolina. Located along the Atlantic
coast, Horry County includes coastal
regions and the city of Myrtle Beach.
This diverse county school system also
serves rural areas where the primary
industry is agriculture. Close to 60%
of students are eligible for free or
reduced-price lunches.

“We selected Everyday Mathematics
because we liked the philosophy,”
recalls Gloria Brown, elementary
learning specialist for math for Horry
County Schools. “With Everyday
Mathematics, students work together
in groups and learn from each other.
The teacher is the facilitator, rather
than the source of all information.”

A more challenging elementary
mathematics curriculum was also
being sought by the Horry County
Schools. “Everyday Mathematics
matches the NCTM standards which
we have adopted as the state
mathematics standards in South
Carolina,” explains Mrs. Brown. “This
is important not only for us at the

district office, but also for our teachers
and parents who want the best for
their children.”

One of Mrs. Brown’s favorite
impressions of Everyday Mathematics
is hearing first graders use words like
‘decimal,’ ‘algorithm,’ and ‘polyhedron.’
“There is much earlier exposure to
math vocabulary in the Everyday
Mathematics program.”

Gloria Brown states, “In addition to
regular in-service training, we found it
to be very helpful to have an Everyday
Mathematics support system in the
school building. The school district
identified a group of teachers who
readily understood the methods and
goals of Everyday Mathematics. This
group became teacher leaders. The
teacher leaders assist their colleagues
by sharing ideas on working with the
Everyday Mathematics curriculum.
This proved to be a better way of
training with teachers training 
other teachers.

“Many of our teachers have had a
‘snowball’ experience with Everyday

Mathematics. That is, once they get
rolling with the program, their
mathematical knowledge and
confidence keep growing. When
teachers embrace the program and
work with it, students are also
enthusiastic about math.”

Results on South Carolina’s Palmetto
Achievement Challenge Test (PACT)
show noteworthy gains. The share of
Horry County Grade 3 students who
scored at the Proficient and Advanced
levels on the PACT rose from 14% in
1999 to 48% in 2002. At Grade 4 in
2002, 50% of the students scored at
the Proficient and Advanced levels,
compared to 16% in 1999. Similarly,
the proportion of Grade 5 students
scoring at the Proficient and Advanced
levels increased from 16% in 1999 to
41% in 2002.

Horry County Schools began piloting
Everyday Mathematics in grades K–2
during the 1996–97 school year. The
program was completely implemented
in grades K–5 during the 2000–01
school year.
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Name: Horry County Public Schools

Community: Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina

Grade Levels: PK–12

Number of Students: 29,009

Number of Elementary Schools: 23

Test: Palmetto Achievement Challenge
Test (PACT)
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Achieving More
on the Kentucky Core Content Test

Carroll County Public Schools

Carroll County is located in the north-
central part of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, at the point where the Ohio
and Kentucky Rivers meet. This rural
county, mid-way between the larger
cities of Louisville, Kentucky and
Cincinnati, Ohio, supports a large
industrial base, and has strong middle-
class and working-class populations.
District-wide, approximately 50% of
the students qualify for a free or
reduced-price lunch.

“The success that our students have
achieved in math using the Everyday

Mathematics program proves that we
can expect more from our students
across all curriculum areas,” states
Norma Thurman, Director of
Curriculum for Carroll County Public
Schools. “Our results on the Kentucky
Core Content Test (KCCT) in math 
at Grade 5 are now greater than both 
the state average and the Kentucky
Region 4 average. Region 4 typically
posts the highest Grade 5 math 
scores on the KCCT”.

Sallye Kiper, an instructional coach at
the district’s primary school, believes
that keeping up the pace of Everyday

Mathematics and professional
development training are some of
the keys to achieving success with the
program. “Our first training sessions
with Everyday Mathematics occurred
over the summer, before we were back
to school,” she recalls. “These summer
sessions helped us to focus on the new
materials and lessons before having 
to present them in the classroom.
Importantly, we had a follow-up
question-and-answer session in
October with an Everyday Mathematics
consultant. Teachers came together 
at each grade level to share their
experiences with teaching the
program, and to have their questions
and concerns addressed.”

Grade 5 teacher Gerda Wise is 
another successful user of Everyday
Mathematics. “Everyday Mathematics
helps students become better math
students. I’ve seen many cases where
students are not successful elsewhere,
but they are able to find success with
Everyday Mathematics.

“It’s so true about raising
expectations,” states Wise. “If you
expect the students to learn more
math, they will.”
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Name: Carroll County Public Schools

Community: Rural Northern Kentucky

Grade Levels: K–12

Number of Students: 1,780

Number of Elementary Schools: 1

Test: Kentucky Core Content Test (KCCT)
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Brandeis Elementary School 

Brandeis Elementary School is a
Mathematics/Science/Technology
magnet school located in the West End
of Louisville, Kentucky. As a magnet
school, any student residing in
Jefferson County may apply to
Brandeis. The school serves a diverse
population that is 40% minority; and
about 37% of the students qualify for
a free or reduced-price lunch.

“The Everyday Mathematics program
supports conceptual understanding,
problem-solving, and higher-order
thinking skills,” states Principal Patti
Cohen of Brandeis Elementary.

Fully 88% of the school’s gifted and
talented students scored at the
Proficient or Distinguished levels in
the latest KCCT testing period. Cohen

notes, “Everyday Mathematics provides
the gifted and talented student more
mathematical concepts and
applications. It’s a lot more than 
pages of problems.”

Based on a successful pilot in a Grade
5 classroom, the teachers at Brandeis
voted to implement Everyday
Mathematics in Grades K–5 in the fall
of 1999.

Arlie Boggs Elementary School

Arlie Boggs Elementary, located in the
town of Eolia in southeastern Letcher
County, serves a poverty-stricken rural
area where 83% of the students qualify
for the federally funded free or
reduced-price meal program.

It is with real pride and a sense of
accomplishment that principal Mrs.
Regennia A. Morrow reports that, in
2002, the school was identified by the
state as progressing toward its goal 
on Kentucky’s Commonwealth
Accountability Testing System (CATS).

“The Everyday Mathematics program
has given us content and process,
and has resulted in progress for our
students; we want that same kind of
progress to continue in every content
area. Those are our goals,” says
Principal Morrow.

Arlie Boggs Elementary School
adopted Everyday Mathematics in 1998.
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Name: Arlie Boggs Elementary School

District: Letcher County Public Schools

Community: Rural Southeastern
Kentucky

Grade Levels: K–8

Number of Students: 161

Test: Kentucky Core Content Test (KCCT)
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Name: Brandeis Elementary

District: Jefferson County Public Schools

Community: Louisville, Kentucky

Grade Levels: K–5

Number of Students: 525

Test: Kentucky Core Content Test (KCCT)
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Increasing Mathematics Performance
on the Stanford-9 in Tucson, Arizona

Lulu Walker Elementary School is  
located on the north side of

Tucson, Arizona, and serves a diverse
student population that has a
considerable representation of
Hispanic children. The community
served by the school has seen a
dramatic shift in socioeconomic status
over the last few years, but a similarly
dramatic shift in student performance
has not occurred.

“This is a neighborhood in transition,”
explains Roseanne Lopez, the principal
at Walker Elementary. “Four years ago,
27% of our students qualified for the
federally funded free or reduced-price
meal program. In our current school
year, almost one-half of our students
(47%) now qualify for this program.”

Good teachers make Lulu Walker
Elementary School an excellent place
for students to learn, and it was the
school’s teachers who moved to adopt
Everyday Mathematics. “Our teachers
realized that the mathematics textbook
we were using was woefully out-of-
date,” explains Lopez. “It was 12 years
old, and pre-dated the standards
adopted by the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM).
Therefore, every teacher in the
building was supplementing to a great
degree in order to meet the standards,

and we were losing
consistency in 
our mathematics
curriculum.

“We agreed that a
new textbook 
series that fully
addressed the NCTM
standards was 
needed at Walker
Elementary. We were
also looking for a
robust program that
would provide us
with consistency between grade levels,
as well as between the different 
grade level classrooms.”

Everyday Mathematics was piloted at
Grade 5 and in one Grade 4 classroom
during the 2000–2001 school year.
Encouraging results were found 
later that year with the Grade 5
administration of the Stanford-9 test
in mathematics: the average student
score placed at the 77th national
percentile, while these same students
had scored at the 69th national
percentile in Grade 4.

The school moved to fully implement
Everyday Mathematics in the
2001–2002 school year. “Because our
teachers selected Everyday
Mathematics, they were committed to
a successful implementation. It takes
time to pick up the rhythm, pattern,
and management of any new series,
and our teachers accepted this
challenge with enthusiasm. After one
semester, practically every teacher in

the building was comfortable teaching
the program. It was remarkable how
quickly we reached a critical mass
when it came to Everyday
Mathematics.

“As principal, I committed to
providing all of the instructional
materials and supplements to my
teachers, so that they had available to
them all that Everyday Mathematics
has to offer the students. I believe that
if teachers have all of the materials
they need on hand, they are very
willing to make use of them.”

Principal Lopez expects student
achievement only to rise as students
continue to gain more years of
instructional experience with Everyday
Mathematics. “We are committed 
to further increasing student
performance in mathematics. Our
school has identified this goal as one
that we will achieve as part of the
state’s teacher incentive compensation
plan, Proposition 301. We fully expect
to meet this performance goal.”
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Name: Lulu Walker Elementary School

District: Amphitheater Unified District

Community: Tucson, Arizona

Grade Levels: PK–5

Number of Students: 582

Test: Stanford-9
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Green Gables Elementary has earned
a reputation for excellence since

opening in September 1993. Located
in Federal Way, Washington, a
suburban community approximately
25 miles south of Seattle, the entire
school is organized into multi-age
classrooms. The school serves a diverse
enrollment of 505 students in Grades
K–6, and 16% of the students qualify
for free or reduced-price lunches.

In the fall of 2000, Green Gables
Elementary became the first school in
the Federal Way School District to
implement Everyday Mathematics.
The decision to switch to Everyday
Mathematics was based on the
challenging learning goals and
assessments that the state of
Washington had initiated in 1996.

“If you look at the Everyday
Mathematics program, you will find 
a very strong match with the state
Essential Academic Learning
Requirements (EALRs), as well as 
the Washington Assessment of Student
Learning (WASL),” states Diane Holt,
principal at Green Gables Elementary.
“Everyday Mathematics matches the
state’s EALRs and the WASL because
they are all rooted in the NCTM
standards.”

“Everyday Mathematics is a balanced
curriculum that addresses the topics
included in the state’s Grade 4
Benchmark in mathematics,”
continues Holt. “When we analyze our
WASL results, we see that the children
do consistently well on all content and
process areas. Green Gables stands out
on this measure among all schools in
the district. I attribute these results to
Everyday Mathematics.”

The WASL is a difficult test, with
complex problems, including
probability, statistics, and algebra at
the Grade 4 level, according to Holt.
“Unlike other textbook series where
these topics are not addressed, or are
placed at the end of the book, the

spiral curriculum of Everyday
Mathematics has children learning and
reviewing these topics throughout the
school year,” explains Holt.

“Everyday Mathematics allows teachers
to interact with their students,” notes
Principal Holt. “For example, the
journal pages are worked together by
the teacher and the students, and then
they check their work together.

“The mathematics thinking and
multiple strategies taught in Everyday
Mathematics come easily to student’s
minds, and help them build a strong
foundation for mathematics in 
their futures.”
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Name: Green Gables Elementary
School

District: Federal Way School District

Community: Suburban Seattle,
Washington

Grade Levels: K–6

Number of Students: 505

Test: Washington Assessment of
Student Learning (WASL)

Green Gables Elementary WASL Test Results — Grade 4 Math
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Raising Student Performance
on the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills

The Dallas Independent School
District is the eleventh largest

school system in the United States.
Nearly 164,000 students attend 218
schools in grades PK–12. The majority
of the students are Hispanic, 59%, and
African-Americans represent another
33% of the student population.
Approximately 74% of the students
are identified as economically
disadvantaged, and 32% receive
bilingual or English as a Second
Language (ESL) instruction. The
district estimates that 58 different
languages are spoken in the homes 
of Dallas students.

Elementary mathematics instruction
was significantly transformed in 1999
with the approval of The Dallas Math
Plan. The Dallas Math Plan presents 
a comprehensive plan for the
implementation of standards- and
research-based mathematics curricula
in all classrooms, Grades K–9.
Everyday Mathematics was selected as
the elementary mathematics program.
Dallas ISD completed the full
implementation of Everyday
Mathematics in Grades K–6 in 
fall 2003.

“Importantly, Everyday Mathematics is
aligned with the standards of the

National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM),” notes Camille
Malone, Executive Director of
Mathematics in the Dallas ISD.
“Mathematics means more when it is
rooted in real-life problems and
situations. Children’s mathematical
knowledge should grow from their
experiences, giving them a rich store
from which they can develop
mathematical insight, reasoning,
and creativity.”

Another important component of The
Dallas Math Plan is Superintendent
Mike Moses’ mandate of professional
development for all mathematics
teachers. This mandate has made an
enormous impact in bringing much-
needed, content-specific training to
teachers. Since June 2001, the
mathematics department has trained
over 3,500 elementary teachers.

Since 1994, the Texas Assessment of
Academic Skills (TAAS) has measured
student performance against state
learning standards, the Texas Essential
Knowledge and Skills (TEKS)
curriculum. Scores for schools and
districts are often reported as the
percentage of students passing the test,
thereby meeting the minimum
standard of performance.

For two years in a row, 2002 and 2001,
students in the Dallas ISD have
achieved the highest levels ever on
TAAS. In mathematics, 90% of Grade
6 students passed, 89% of Grade 5
students passed, 83% of Grade 4
students passed, and 76% of Grade 3
students passed. This performance
represents significant growth in
mathematics achievement.
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Name: Dallas Independent School
District

Community: Dallas, Texas

Grade Levels: PK–12

Number of Students: 163,327

Number of Elementary Schools: 157

Test: Texas Assessment of Academic
Skills (TAAS)
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Advancing on the

Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program

As a result of the consolidation of the
Chattanooga City Schools with

the surrounding county school system
in 1997, Hamilton County Schools
serves both urban and suburban
student populations. The district
educates over 41,000 students in
Grades PK–12 with 49 elementary
schools, 17 middle schools, and 15
high schools. The district also operates
several magnet schools where the
curriculum is built around a focused
theme, and which span the traditional
grade levels. Within the diverse
student population, 46% of the
students qualify for the free or
reduced-price meal program.

The Tennessee Comprehensive
Assessment Program (TCAP)
Achievement Test is a state-mandated
exam administered to all students in
Grades 3–8 that tests basic skills and
content application in reading,
language, math, science, and social
studies. The TCAP testing program
includes the nationally norm-
referenced TerraNova test and
additional state-specific, criterion-
referenced items. In Hamilton County
Schools, all students, including special
education students, took the TCAP in
Grades 1–8.

The latest TCAP results from the
2001–2002 school year show an
encouraging trend — the highest
scores in the history of the merged
school system.

Mathematics scores showed an
increase at every elementary grade
level, and are also above the national
average in Grades 1–5. In the crucial
early grades, the average student score
was at the 60th national percentile 
or higher.

“Across the district, and in our
underperforming schools, we are
closing the achievement gap while
improving achievement,” states Ava
Warren, NSF Project Co-Director for
the Hamilton County Schools.

Beginning with the implementation 
of Everyday Mathematics during 
the 1999–2000 school year, staff
development has been a cornerstone
of the success achieved by Hamilton
County Schools. The professional
development model in Hamilton

County Schools encompasses several
levels of staff development, from the
initial training of teachers new to the
program, to more intensive leadership
academies and Everyday Mathematics
consultant training. “We encourage
and support our teachers’ professional
growth, and facilitate their move to 
the next level,” reports Warren.

“Our results represent a district-wide
success story, one in which everyone
contributed, including the central
office administration, the school
board, teachers, and principals,” notes
Warren. “We are working together to
offer a coherent vision of mathematics
education in the district.”
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Name: Hamilton County Schools

Community: Chattanooga, Tennessee

Grade Levels: PK–12

Number of Students: 41,453

Number of Elementary Schools: 49

Test: Tennessee Comprehensive
Assessment Program (TCAP)
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Moving Students Forward
on the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test

Osceola Magnet School

Osceola Magnet School is located 
in Vero Beach, Florida, a small
community on the east coast of
Florida where the principle industries
are tourism and citrus growing. This
math and science magnet school
opened in 1992. Students apply to the
school from all over the Indian River
County School District, and all are
admitted on a space-available basis. It
is important to note that admissions 
are not based on academic measures;
therefore the students at Osceola
Magnet possess a wide range 
of abilities.

Osceola Magnet began piloting
Everyday Mathematics in 1993. “We
were using a very basic program, and
we wanted more for our students,”
recalls Susan Roberts, Assistant
Principal at Osceola Magnet. “At that
time, Everyday Mathematics was
available for Grades 1–3, and we
piloted the program in one classroom
per grade level. We have many creative
teachers on our staff who made the
pilots a success. In addition, we called
on experienced Everyday Mathematics
teachers, even telephoning those in
other states, to help us work with 
the program.”

The next year, all Grade 1–3
classrooms at Osceola Magnet were
using Everyday Mathematics. The
upper elementary grades adopted
Everyday Mathematics as additional
grade levels were published.

“Once teachers see how the students
understand mathematical concepts
with Everyday Mathematics, they buy
into the program,” claims Roberts.
Using Everyday Mathematics, “students
have no fear of math. Rather, they 
see patterns, and are talking
mathematically. They view math as a
challenge, but the challenge is one that
they can figure out. This is so valuable.”

In 1998, the state of Florida first
administered the Florida
Comprehensive Assessment Test
(FCAT) in mathematics. The questions
on the FCAT are written to measure
benchmarks from the Sunshine State
Standards that identify what students
are expected to know and to be able to
do in reading and mathematics.

Since the baseline-testing year of 1998,
Grade 5 students at Osceola Magnet
School have posted impressive results.
The school has consistently ranked
among the top of all 1650 elementary
schools in Florida.

“At Osceola Magnet School,
mathematics is not something we 
do, it is something we experience!”
notes Roberts. “The results that we
have achieved in mathematics here at
Osceola Magnet make it hard to argue
with the Everyday Mathematics
program.”
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Name: Osceola Magnet School

District: Indian River County Public
Schools

Community: Rural Coastal Florida

Grade Levels: K–5

Number of Students: 584

Test: Florida Comprehensive
Assessment Test (FCAT)
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Osceola Magnet School Grade 5 FCAT — Mean Scaled Mathematics Score



W.D. Hartley Elementary School

W.D. Hartley Elementary School is
rated as a high-performing school by
the Florida Department of Education.
Located in historic St. Augustine on
Florida’s Atlantic Coast, the school
serves a solidly middle-class population.

Shelley Young and Cherye Pace, Grade
4 teachers at W.D. Hartley Elementary,
report that the Everyday Mathematics
program is working in their classrooms.
“There is more active involvement 
with math, and more energy in the
classroom when I am teaching Everyday
Mathematics,” says Young. “We are
seeing growth in the classroom, as well
as in our FCAT results.”

Student performance on the Grade 4
Mathematics FCAT is noteworthy.
Pace cites the 2002 Gain Point Total in
Grade 4 Mathematics that was three

times greater than the state average.
The Grade 4 Mathematics Gain 
Point Total was boosted by these
accomplishments: 76% of students
meeting High Standards; 81% of
students making Learning Gains;
and 77% in the Lowest Quartile
making Learning Gains. “Using
Everyday Mathematics, we’ve learned 
a lot of mathematics,” Pace notes,
“and it’s proven on the State
Accountability Report.”
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Name: W. D. Hartley Elementary School

District: St. Johns County School District

Community: Rural Northeast Florida

Grade Levels: K–5

Number of Students: 700

Test: Florida Comprehensive
Assessment Test (FCAT)

Frank C. Martin Elementary School

Frank C. Martin Elementary School is
a magnet school with an international
focus located in Miami-Dade County.
It is one of only three elementary
schools in the state of Florida to offer
the Primary Years Programme from
the International Baccalaureate
Organization. This magnet school
enrolls a broadly diverse student
population, with approximately 28%
of the students qualifying for the free
or reduced-price lunch program.

The curriculum at the school
incorporates world-class standards
that empower students to actively
participate in the learning process, and
acquire and exhibit positive attitudes.
The mathematics program, Everyday
Mathematics, works well with the
school’s commitment to structured,
inquiry-based learning, according to
Assistant Principal Mary MacLaren.

Since the implementation of Everyday
Mathematics in the 1998–1999 school

year, students at Frank C. Martin
Elementary have consistently increased
their mathematics scores on the
Florida Comprehensive Assessment
Test (FCAT). In the most recent
testing year of 2002, Grade 5 students
posted a mean scaled score of 383 in
mathematics on the FCAT, compared
to a baseline score of 332 in 1998.

S C H O O L  P R O F I L E

Name: Frank C. Martin Elementary
School

District: Miami-Dade County Public
Schools

Community: Suburban Miami, Florida

Grade Levels: PK–5

Number of Students: 796

Test: Florida Comprehensive
Assessment Test (FCAT)
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W. D. Hartley Elementary Grades 3–5 FCAT — Mean Scaled Mathematics Score
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Higher Performance
on the Illinois Standards Achievement Test

In 1949, four one-room school
districts were merged to form 

Kildeer Countryside Community
Consolidated School District 96. Since
then, the community has changed
dramatically, from rural farmland to 
a rapidly-growing suburban area.
Kildeer Countryside School District 96
serves several middle- to upper-class
suburban communities located
approximately 30 miles northwest 
of downtown Chicago.

According to officials from District 
96, the ability to understand and 
apply math concepts — not rote
memorization — is the key to
understanding mathematics and 
better test scores. That means that
students learn how to solve problems,
not just how to find answers without
understanding how and why.

In 1996, District 96 chose to
implement Everyday Mathematics
one year at time. Therefore, the 2001
Grade 5 class was the first class 
that had used Everyday Mathematics
throughout the elementary grades.
The 2000 and previous fifth grade
classes had followed another
curriculum. The rise in test scores
from 2000 to 2001 demonstrates the
effect of the Everyday Mathematics

curriculum among two sets of very
similar students.

In 2000, 80% of the district’s Grade 5
students met or exceeded state math
standards. Not a poor performance,
yet in 2001, fully 91% of Grade 5
students met or exceeded state
standards. According to district
officials, the cause for the rise in math
performance is attributed to Everyday
Mathematics, and actually started back
in 1996 when the 2001 Grade 5
students were in Kindergarten.

The trend of more students meeting
or exceeding the state standards
continues in 2002 with 90% of the
district’s Grade 5 students achieving 
at this level.

“Everyday Mathematics is the ideal
program with which to teach our
students,” says Dr. Thomas Many,
the Superintendent of Kildeer
Countryside. “The hands-on approach
not only makes students more active
in learning, but it makes learning
math fun, too. This program brings

the students along slowly so that 
they understand concepts, not just
formulas or basic computation skills.”

“It’s having children understand the
reasoning behind the computations,”
says Arlene Steinberg, a District 96
math specialist. “They develop
meaning as opposed to rote drill and
practice. When it comes to problem-
solving, students are required to give
explanations about how they arrived
at an answer.”

Superintendent Many attributes 
much of the district’s success to the
program’s commitment to teacher
training and professional
development. “The support we have
received is fabulous. Our questions
and concerns are answered promptly,
which helps not only the teacher, but
the students as well. Our teachers are
proud of their students and the
progress they have shown.”

“Everyday Mathematics helps students
understand real-life concepts,” says Dr.
Many. “The proof is in the classroom.”
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Name: Kildeer Countryside Community
Consolidated School District 96

Community: Suburban Chicago, Illinois

Grade Levels: PK–8

Number of Students: 3,578

Number of Elementary Schools: 4

Test: Illinois Standards Achievement
Test (ISAT)
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Kildeer Countryside CCSD 96 Grade 5 Math ISAT — % Meeting or Exceeding Standards



During the 1995–1996 school year,
Birmingham Public Schools began

a math curriculum review that would
continue for one and a half years.
As many districts do, the committee
reviewed district curriculum
frameworks, national standards,
academic literature and educational
research. An additional aspect of the
committee’s work was to investigate
the direction and vision of where
mathematics education was heading.
The standards promoted by the
National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) offered the
committee a view of the future, and
represented real change in
mathematics instruction.

Birmingham Public Schools chose 
to implement Everyday Mathematics in
Grade 1–3 in the fall of 1997, and
implemented Grades 4 and 5 in the
following year.

“We appreciate how Everyday
Mathematics presents mathematical
content in a real-world context,” states
Dar Grunert, K–12 Math/ Science
Facilitator in the Birmingham Public
Schools. Everyday Mathematics
capitalizes on the math experiences,
knowledge and intuition which
students bring with them, beginning
in kindergarten. Each year, the
program helps to build the children’s

conceptual knowledge and deepen
their mathematical understanding.

“Since adopting Everyday
Mathematics, Birmingham Public
Schools have maintained and have
continued to improve our scores on
the Michigan Educational Assessment
Program (MEAP). The state test
emphasizes problem-solving and real-
world contexts which is exactly what
Everyday Mathematics does. In 2001,
fully 94% of our students scored at the
Satisfactory level on the fourth grade
mathematics portion of the MEAP.”
A Satisfactory score on the MEAP test
indicates that the student meets
Michigan’s academic standards and
the expectations set by the Michigan
Department of Education.

In 2002, the state of Michigan
introduced a new MEAP test, as well
as new performance standards. The
students in Birmingham Public
Schools performed extremely well
under the new MEAP as well, with
51% of the students exceeding
Michigan standards and another 39%
meeting state standards. In the state as
a whole, 25% of students exceeded
standards while 40% met standards.

“Staff development was the key to our
successful implementation of Everyday
Mathematics,” states Grunert. “Our
first staff development sessions took
place during the summer, before our
teachers would be using Everyday
Mathematics. This launched a process
of yearly staff development. For the
next two summers, teachers and
principals attended Everyday
Mathematics Leadership Conferences
in Chicago. Those who participated in
these conferences were instrumental in
continuing teacher training efforts
throughout the school year.”
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Maintaining Success
on the Michigan Educational Assessment Program

D I S T R I C T  P R O F I L E

Name: Birmingham Public Schools

Community: Suburban Detroit,
Michigan

Grade Levels: PK–12

Number of Students: 7,657

Number of Elementary Schools: 8

Test: Michigan Educational Assessment
Program (MEAP)

Birmingham Public Schools Grade 4 MEAP 
% Meeting or Exceeding Standards 2002

Birmingham Public Schools Grade 4 MEAP — % Scoring at Satisfactory Level 1997–2001
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Tri-State

Student Achievement Study: Illinois, Massachusetts 

In 2000, the ARC Center at COMAP
in Lexington, Massachusetts, received

funding from the National Science
Foundation (NSF) to carry out a
large-scale study of the effects of
reform-based mathematics programs
on student performance on state-
mandated standardized tests in
Massachusetts, Illinois, and
Washington. The study examined the
performance of students using 
the three elementary programs
developed with NSF funding and
supported by the ARC Center,
including Everyday Mathematics.

The results described in this report
focus exclusively on the Everyday
Mathematics schools and students
included in the study. The findings in
this report are based on the records of

over 78,000 students: 39,701 students
who had studied with the Everyday
Mathematics curriculum for at least
two years and 38,481 students 
from non-using comparison 
schools carefully matched by reading
level, socioeconomic status, and 
other variables.

The results show that the average
scores of students in the Everyday
Mathematics schools are significantly
higher than the average scores of
students in their matched comparison
schools. The results hold across the
different state-mandated tests, and
across topics ranging from
computation, measurement, and
geometry to algebra, problem solving,
and making connections. The study
compared the scores on all the topics

tested at all the grade levels tested
(Grades 3–5) in each of the three
states. Of 34 comparisons across five
state-grade combinations, 29 favor the
Everyday Mathematics students, five
show no statistically significant
difference, and none favor the
comparison students. The results also
hold across all income and racial
subgroups — except for Hispanic
students, where Everyday Mathematics
students have higher (but not
statistically significantly higher)
average scores.

I. Identifying Reform1 Schools: The
Implementation Survey

The study combined survey data from
schools using Everyday Mathematics
with publicly available data from state-
mandated tests in the three states. The
combined data set made it possible to
compare the achievement of students
studying the reform curricula with
matched comparison students not
using any of the three curricula.

The ARC Center study focused 
on Illinois, Massachusetts, and
Washington for two reasons: (1) the
reform programs are represented by
substantial numbers of users in these
states; and (2) four different state-
mandated, standardized test
instruments are used in these states
permitted analysis across a variety of
test instruments.

1 The curriculum projects developed with NSF
funding and supported by the ARC Center are
for convenience, frequently referred to as the
“reform programs,” and the schools and
students using these programs as “reform
schools” and “reform students.”
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Executive Summary

The ARC Center, a National Science Foundation (NSF) funded project
located at COMAP, has recently completed a study on the effects of reform-
based mathematics programs on student performance on state-mandated
standardized tests in Massachusetts, Illinois, and Washington.

The findings in this report are based on the records of over 78,000
students: 39,701 who had studied with the Everyday Mathematics
curriculum for at least two years and 38,481 students from non-using
comparison schools carefully matched by reading level, socioeconomic
status, and other variables.

Results show that the average scores of students in the Everyday
Mathematics schools are significantly higher than the average scores of
students in the matched comparison schools. These results hold across all
racial and income subgroups. The results also hold across the different
state-mandated tests, including the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, and across
topics ranging from computation, measurement, and geometry to algebra,
problem solving, and making connections.

The study compared the scores on all the topics tested at all the grade
levels tested (Grades 3–5) in each of the three states. Of 34 comparisons
across five state-grade combinations, 29 favor Everyday Mathematics
students, 5 show no statistically significant difference, and none favor the
comparison students.



The state/grade combinations for
which student achievement data is
available include:

• Illinois Standards Achievement Test
(ISAT), Grade 3

• Illinois Standards Achievement Test
(ISAT), Grade 5

• Massachusetts Comprehensive
Assessment System (MCAS), Grade 4

• Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS),
Grade 3 (Washington)

• Washington Assessment of Student
Learning (WASL), Grade 4

Telephone surveys were conducted
among districts and schools in Illinois,
Massachusetts, and Washington that
were known to use, or were identified
as using, a reform mathematics
curriculum, principally through
customer lists and databases. The
coverage rate for the survey — the
ratio of total students in all schools
responding to the survey to total
students in all schools designated to 
be surveyed — calculated separately,
by program and state, and were
generally at the 90% level, or higher.
For example, the coverage rates 
for the Everyday Mathematics
implementation surveys were 94% 
for Illinois, 90% for Massachusetts,
and 98% for Washington.

The implementation surveys collected
1999–2000 school year data for the
grade or grades for which state test
data was available. To gauge the extent
and length of implementation, data

was also collected for previous grades.
Survey respondents included district
math supervisors, principals, or other
knowledgeable persons.

The primary goal in conducting the
implementation survey was to verify
usage of Everyday Mathematics, or 
the other reform curricula, and to
determine eligibility for each grade 
in each school to be included in the
analysis. A grade in a school was
considered eligible for inclusion in 
the Everyday Mathematics analysis
provided:

• The grade is one for which student
test data is available: Grades 3 and 5
in Illinois, Grade 4 in Massachusetts,
and Grades 3 and 4 in Washington;

• The school/grade reported using
Everyday Mathematics during the
1999–2000 school year, with at least
75% of teachers using the program at
least 75% of the time; and

• Everyday Mathematics had been
implemented in the previous grade
(within the school or within all
possible feeder schools) for at least 
2 years (1998–2000) — so that
students in the given grade would
have had at least a 2-year exposure 
to the program.

Failure to meet the implementation
requirement (item 3, above) was the
most common reason for declaring a
school/grade record to be “ineligible.”

A summary distribution for the 
562 eligible Everyday Mathematics
school/grade cases used in the
subsequent analysis is shown in 
Table 1. Note that a total of 82
different school districts from the
three states use Everyday Mathematics
and are represented in this study by
eligible schools.
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 & Washington

Schools Represented (by Grade) Districts Represented (by Grade)

State 3 4 5 All Grades 3 4 5 Unique Districts

Illinois 203 – 168 371 47 – 41 48

Massachusetts – 64 – 64 – 20 – 20

Washington 64 63 – 127 13 14 – 14

Total 267 127 168 562 60 34 41 82

Table 1: Eligible EM School/Grade Cases and Districts Represented 

About the ARC Center at COMAP

COMAP, the Consortium for Mathematics and Its Applications, is a non-
profit organization located in Lexington, Massachusetts, whose mission is
to improve mathematics education for students of all ages. Since 1980,
COMAP has worked with teachers, students, and business people to create
learning environments where mathematics is used to investigate and model
real issues in our world.

The ARC Center, Alternatives for Rebuilding Curricula, is a collaboration
between COMAP and the three NSF-supported elementary mathematics
curriculum projects. (http://www.comap.com/elementary/projects/arc/)



II. Selecting Matched/Comparison
Schools

A separate matching routine was
carried out for each of the five state-
grade combinations to identify a set 
of comparison schools that had not
implemented any one of the three
reform programs, but that were
similar in how they would be expected
to perform on the respective statewide
test. The matching procedure selected
one matched comparison school for
each of the 562 eligible Everyday
Mathematics school-grade cases used
in the analysis.

Within each state, schools known to
use, or suspected of using, any one 
of the three reform curricula were
excluded as possible matched
comparison schools. All remaining
schools appearing on that state’s
public education data files formed the
pool of schools eligible for selection as
comparison schools.

Separate school-level regression
analyses for the different state-grade
combinations were used to provide
information concerning the strongest
predictors of the average school
mathematics score for each state-grade
test. Reading score and income
variables (variously designated as “free
lunch” in Massachusetts, “low income”
in Illinois, and “TitleI” in Washington)
consistently accounted for the greatest
percentage of total variance. Other
variables — such as percent white,
school mobility rate, and percent with
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) —
accounted for little of the total
variance, but were typically significant.

These variables were given less weight
in the matching process.

The actual matching routine was
carried out separately for each of the
five state-grade combinations. No
single routine could be used across
states because the school, district, and
student data available, and related to
matching, varied by state.

The variables used in matching for the
different state-grade combinations
were as follows:

• Illinois:
School averages for reading score,
low-income %, white %, LEP %,
and mobility %.

• Massachusetts:
School averages for reading score,
free/reduced lunch % and white %.

• Washington:
School averages for reading score,
TitleI Mathematics % and white %.
(Additionally, the school variable
TitleIS was used as a stratification
variable: a reform school and its
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reading score white low income mobility LEP

IL Grade 3
EM schools 165.91 .75 .17 .12 .06

matched schools* 165.96 .78 .18 .13 .05

reading score white low income mobility LEP

IL Grade 5
EM schools 164.44 .76 .16 .11 .05

matched schools* 164.19 .81 .18 .12 .04

reading score white free lunch mobility** LEP**

MA Grade 4
EM schools 237.21 .78 .11 .19 .02

matched schools* 236.71 .81 .13 .08 .01

reading score white TitleIM TitleIS

WA Grade 3
EM schools 190.93 .82 .04 .25

matched schools* 190.87 .83 .02 .25

reading score white TitleIM TitleIS

WA Grade 4
EM schools 411.25 .82 .02 .06

matched schools* 411.13 .83 .02 .06

* Averages for comparison students in matched schools are weighted averages, using MWEIGHT
** Variable was tracked, but not used in matching

Table 2: Matching Variable Averages for Students in Eligible EM Schools and their Matched Comparison Schools

Tri-State Student Achievement Study: Illinois, Massachusetts & Washington

Each of the 562 eligible Everyday

Mathematics school-grade cases was

carefully matched to one comparison

school using reading scores and

demographic variables.



matched comparison school were
required to have the same TitleIS
designation.) 

The matching routine identified, for
each reform school-grade case, a
comparison school that that resembled
the reform school with respect to the
matching variables used.

Table 2 shows the matching variable
averages for students in the 562
eligible Everyday Mathematics schools
and their matched/comparison
schools. There is generally close
agreement between the Everyday
Mathematics-student and comparison-
student averages for the variables used
in matching. But differences do exist,
and such differences — without
adjustment — could well bias any
subsequent tabulated comparisons.
Therefore, the comparison-student
averages for each test and test score
item were adjusted first — before any
tabulated comparisons were made.
Adjustment ensured that any bias
ensuing from the matching procedure
to select comparison schools was
minimized.

III. Student-Record Exclusions,
Imputations, And Weights

Before any comparisons of the
performance of Everyday Mathematics
and comparison students were
tabulated, various student-record
exclusions and imputations were
made, and a set of case weights for
comparison students was calculated.

Illinois and Washington identify
students with an Individualized
Education Program (IEP);
Massachusetts identifies
“mathematically disabled” students;
and Washington identifies “special
education” students. All Everyday
Mathematics and comparison student
records for IEP, “mathematically

disabled”, and “special education”
students were deleted from the
analysis and excluded from the
tabulated comparisons. These deleted
records represent approximately 10%
of all student records.

Fewer than 3% of the student records
included missing or incomplete math
test data or reading scores. All such
records were deleted from the analysis
and excluded from the tabulated
comparisons. Approximately 3% of
the student records included missing
values for race/ethnicity. Such records
were not deleted; instead, a school-
level value for “white %” was imputed
as a surrogate for the student-level
variable “white” to each student
records for that school with 
missing data.

Table 3 shows, for each state-grade
combination, the number of student
records for Everyday Mathematics and
comparison students that were in fact
used for tabulated comparisons and all
subsequent analysis. In all, more than
78,000 student records are represented,
with approximately equal numbers of
Everyday Mathematics-student and
comparison-student records.

The near equality in numbers of
reform-student and comparison-
student records shown in Table 3 does
not apply, however, at the individual
school level. The difference between
the number of students in a given
reform school-grade and its matched
school-grade was highly variable and
sometimes substantial. Weighting was
therefore necessary, and case weights
were constructed for all comparison-
student records. Use of case weights
for all tabulations ensured that
comparison schools contributed to
overall statistics with the same
proportions as their reform-school
counterparts.

IV. Tabulated Comparisons 

Tabulations of differences between
Everyday Mathematics and comparison
student scores were made separately
for each of the five state-grade
combinations; these results were also
pooled to yield overall tabulations.
For disaggregated comparisons by
race/ethnicity and income, results
from all state-grade tabulations 
were pooled.
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State Grade Level School Status Student Records

Massachusetts 4
Everyday Math 3,962

Comparison 4,181

Illinois 3
Everyday Math 13,840

Comparison 13,216

Illinois 5
Everyday Math 12,988

Comparison 13,098

Washington 3
Everyday Math 4,412

Comparison 3,923

Washington 4
Everyday Math 4,499

Comparison 4,063

Total
Everyday Math 39,701

Comparison 38,481

78,182

Table 3: Number of Student Records used for Tabulated Comparisons 
by State, Grade and School Status



The mathematics test variables used
for all tabulations are student-level
variables. The overall mathematics test
score variables are “math” and “total.”
“Math” is the scaled test score; “total”
is the percentage of total possible
points achieved on the test. Each 
of the variables “computation,”
“measurement,” “geometry,”
“probability/statistics,” and “algebra”
denotes the percentage of total
possible points achieved for the
corresponding strand of test items.

The Massachusetts test categorizes test
items by type as “open response,”
“short answer,” or “multiple choice.”
The Washington tests categorize test
items into various skill sets: “problem
solving,” “concepts and estimation,”
“logical reasoning,” “communicating
understanding,” and “making
connections.” A test variable with any

such name denotes the percentage of
total possible points achieved for the
corresponding category of test items.

Each set of tabulated comparisons for
a state-grade combination compares
averages for Everyday Mathematics
students and comparison students
within that state-grade combination.
These differences between averages
were not calculated simply by
subtracting the observed comparison-
student average from the observed
Everyday Mathematics-student average
for each test variable. The observed
comparison-student average for each
test variable was instead adjusted prior
to subtraction. The adjustment
procedure was based on regression
analyses and ensured that any bias
ensuing from imperfect matching of
Everyday Mathematics and comparison
schools was minimized.2

Having calculated an adjusted
difference of average scores between
Everyday Mathematics students and
their comparison students, the effect
size for that difference was then
calculated by dividing the adjusted
difference by the standard deviation 
of the comparison student scores.

For this study, an effect size can be
thought of as the percentile standing
of the average Everyday Mathematics
student relative to the average
comparison student. An effect size of
0.125 (the approximate three-state
weighted average effect size for both
the “math” and “total” test scores)
indicates that the mean of the
Everyday Mathematics student group 
is at the 55th percentile of the
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math total computation measurement geometry prob/stat algebra

IL Grade 3 difference 1.44◆ 1.91◆ 2.91◆ 3.91◆ 0.91◆ –0.02 1.56◆

(n=13,840) effect size 0.103 0.105 0.149 0.169 0.046 –0.001 0.079

IL Grade 5 difference 1.88◆ 2.24◆ 2.29◆ 2.94◆ 3.59◆ 1.55◆ 1.42◆

(n=12,988) effect size 0.126 0.120 0.119 0.130 0.184 0.079 0.067
open short multiple 

response answer choice

MA Grade 4 difference 4.07◆ 4.58◆ 6.34◆ 2.51◆ 2.16◆ 6.80◆ 4.78◆ 3.29◆ 4.67◆

(n=3,962) effect size 0.261 0.268 0.336 0.127 0.108 0.298 0.231 0.126 0.275
problem concepts/
solving estimation

WA Grade 3 difference 1.69◆ 1.78◆ 1.23◆ 0.74● 2.61◆

(n=4,412) effect size 0.093 0.108 0.065 0.036 0.151

logic communi- make 
cating connections

WA Grade 4 difference 2.76◆ 1.56◆ 0.81 3.15◆ 0.91▲ –0.01 4.46◆ 1.77◆ 0.54 –0.85 4.06◆

(n=4,499) effect size 0.084 0.082 0.032 0.108 0.043 –0.001 0.163 0.063 0.018 –0.033 0.131

Combined effect size 0.123◆ 0.124◆ 0.135◆ 0.144◆ 0.106◆ 0.041◆ 0.110◆

(n=39,701)

percentile change +4.92% +4.96% +5.40% +5.76% +4.24% +1.64% +4.40%

“Math” is scaled test score; “total” and remaining strand scores are percent of total possible points on entire test or appropriate 
strand portion of test.
Two-sided significance levels are defined as follows:  ◆ is p < 0.001, ▲ is p < 0.02, ● is p < 0.05

Table 4: Average Differences and Effect Sizes, by State-Grade Combination, for EM Students vs. Matched Comparison Students

Tri-State Student Achievement Study: Illinois, Massachusetts & Washington

2Contact UCSMP at
emcenter@listhost.uchicago.edu for details
about the adjustment procedure.



comparison group. This, in turn,
implies a change in percentile standing
of 5 percentile points. Tables 4–6 all
use the label “percentile change” to
denote the change in percentile
standing of the average Everyday
Mathematics student relative to the
average comparison student, as
determined by the effect size.

Table 4 summarizes comparisons 
data for the individual state-grade
combinations. Tables 5 and 6,
however, include comparisons by race
and income status that combine
results from the individual state-grade
tabulations. Thus, the effect sizes
shown in Tables 5 and 6 are weighted
average effect sizes, taken across all
states and grades for which they exist.

V. Discussion Of Results

Table 4 furnishes comparisons by
state-grade combination. The
combined effect sizes for the overall
test score variables “math” and “total”
are virtually identical, and correspond
to a percentile change of
approximately +5. Counting “math”
and “total” as a single comparison,

there are 34 possible comparisons, 29
of which are statistically significant
and favor Everyday Mathematics
students; the other five comparisons
are not statistically significant. The
effect sizes for Massachusetts are
notable and consistently high. (The
corresponding percentile change for
Massachusetts “total” is +10.7
percentile points, and for
Massachusetts “computation” is +13.4
percentile points.) The combined
result suggests that effect size is quite
consistent across strands, with
probability and statistics as the 
one exception.

Table 5 furnishes comparisons by race.
Effect sizes for Asians, blacks, and
whites are remarkably similar across
strands. Effect sizes for Hispanics,
however, are consistently lower; they
are roughly one-fourth as large as
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math total computation measurement geometry prob/stat algebra

Asian effect size 0.105◆ 0.121◆ 0.142◆ 0.159◆ 0.131◆ 0.051 0.086▲

(n=1,977) percentile change +4.20% +4.84% +5.68% +6.36% +5.24% +2.04% +3.44%

Black effect size 0.110◆ 0.118◆ 0.135◆ 0.126◆ 0.084◆ 0.014 0.105◆

(n=2,752) percentile change +4.40% +4.72% +5.40% +5.04% +3.36% +0.56% +4.20%

Hispanic effect size 0.019 0.029 0.024 0.080◆ 0.042 -0.019 0.035
(n=2,398) percentile change +0.76% +1.16% +0.96% +3.20% +1.68% -0.76% +1.40%

White effect size 0.129◆ 0.128◆ 0.134◆ 0.145◆ 0.106◆ 0.038◆ 0.115◆

(n=28,852) percentile change +5.16% +5.12% +5.36% +5.80% +4.24% +1.52% +4.60%

Combined effect size 0.123◆ 0.124◆ 0.135◆ 0.144◆ 0.106◆ 0.041◆ 0.110◆

(n=39,701) percentile change +4.92% +4.96% +5.40% +5.76% +4.24% +1.64% +4.40%

“Math” is scaled test score; “total” and remaining strand scores are percent of total possible points on entire test or appropriate
stand portion of test.
Two-sided significance levels are defined as follows:  ◆ is p < 0.001, ▲ is p < 0.01
The record counts in column one are the numbers of EM student records. The record count for “Combined” exceeds the sum of
the preceding counts, because “Combined” also includes Native Americans, “mixed” and “other” race categories, and all records
for which race was missing and subsequently imputed.
The statistics for “math,” “total,” and “computation” are based on the number of student records shown in the first column.
The statistics for “geometry,” “prob/stat,” and “algebra” are based on 5–10% fewer student records, because these strands are
not separately scored in the WA (Grade 3) test.
The statistics for “measurement” are based on 10–20% fewer student records, because this strand is scored by neither the MA
(Grade 4) test nor the WA (Grade 3) test.

Table 5: Average Effect Sizes, by Race, for EM Students vs. Matched Comparison Students

The average scores of students in the

Everyday Mathematics schools are

significantly higher than the average

scores of students in the matched

comparison schools.



effect sizes for the other races. All
Hispanic effect sizes but one are
positive, because Everyday
Mathematics students have higher
average scores than their comparison
students; yet they are not large 
enough (with the exception of
“measurement”) to be statistically
significant.

Table 6 furnishes comparisons by
income status. There is no evidence
here that comparisons of Everyday
Mathematics and matched students 
are any less favorable for lower income
students. The evidence, in fact,

suggests just the opposite. In the state
of Washington, effect sizes for TitleIS
students are only slightly less than
effect sizes for non-TitleIS students 
for “math” and “total,” and are nearly
double for “computation.” But for
Illinois and Massachusetts, effect sizes
for low socioeconomic-status students
are greater (often by a wide margin)
than effect sizes for top
socioeconomic-status students — for
“math” and “total,” and for nearly all
of the individual strands.

VI. Conclusion

The principle finding of this study 
is that students using Everyday
Mathematics consistently
outperformed the comparison
students on state-mandated
standardized tests. All significant
differences favored the Everyday
Mathematics students; no significant
difference favored the comparison
students. This result held across all
tests, all grade levels and all strands,
regardless of socioeconomic status 
and racial/ethnic identity.
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Table 6: Average Effect Sizes, by SES and TitleIS Status, for EM Students vs. Matched Comparison Students

math total computation measurement geometry prob/stat algebra

Illinois and Massachusetts

SES low effect size 0.143◆ 0.131◆ 0.127◆ 0.145◆ 0.187◆ 0.037▲ 0.102◆

(n=8,284) percentile change +5.72% +5.24% +5.08% +5.80% +7.48% +1.48% +4.08%

SES middle effect size 0.087◆ 0.090◆ 0.139◆ 0.113◆ 0.009 0.016 0.083◆

(n=6,869) percentile change +3.48% +3.60% +5.56% +4.52% +0.36% +0.64% +3.32%

SES top effect size 0.102◆ 0.114◆ 0.160◆ 0.149◆ 0.084◆ 0.008 0.087◆

(n=15,637) percentile change +4.08% +4.56% +6.40% +5.96% +3.36% +0.32% +3.48%

Washington

TitleIS effect size 0.078▲ 0.085▲ 0.076▲

(n=1,397) percentile change +3.12% +3.40% +3.04%

non-TitleIS effect size 0.093◆ 0.098◆ 0.043◆

(n=7,514) percentile change +3.72% +3.92% +1.72%

“Math” is scaled test score; “total” and remaining strand scores are percent of total possible points on entire test or appropriate
strand portion of test.
Two-sided significance levels are defined as follows:  ◆ is p < 0.001, ▲ is p < 0.01
The record counts in column one are the numbers of EM student records. 
The statistics for “math,” “total,” and all other strands except “measurement,” are based on the number of student records
shown in the first column. The statistics for “measurement” are based on 10–20% fewer student records because this strand is
scored by neither the MA (Grade 4) test nor the WA (Grade 3) test.
Statistics are not shown for Washington for the strands “measurement,” “geometry,” “prob/stat,” and “algebra” because WA
(Grade 3) does not report these strand scores separately, and because the strand data available for TitleI students from WA
(Grade 4) is available from only 4 schools and less than 300 students.
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